You can choose the perfect presents for everyone!

Start your shopping today…
Your Christmas shopping can change lives

This Christmas, choose to give Christian Aid Charity Gifts and you can bring hope and happiness to families on the other side of the world.

These pages are packed with Christmas gifts that have the power to transform lives – and they’re guaranteed to make your friends and family proud to be part of something really special.

Starting from the day that we got the cow, our life is now improved. My children are eating well enough; they drink milk and I also managed to send them to school.

Adi Abduda

For more inspiration visit charity-gifts.christianaid.org.uk

In a changing world

The impacts of climate change are felt by millions of vulnerable families around the world. By choosing a gift from our climate change programme, you can help families adapt and prepare for the future.

Fruit trees £14

In Bangladesh, mango and lemon trees not only provide precious crops for farmers like Shoroma Rani Mondol – they also form natural barriers to help protect her home from rising flood waters.

Piglets £25

The effects of climate change in Cambodia mean good farmland is rare. So pigs are perfect for farmers to bring vital extra income at market.
Farming for the future

Farm animals are a real game-changer! They provide food, milk, fertiliser and an income. Your gift today could support our transformational farming programme.

Cow £150
AGR104

For widows like Adi in Ethiopia, your gift of a cow can help them provide their families with a constant supply of milk to drink and sell at market.

Goat £22
AGR101

In Ethiopia, your gift of a goat will provide milk to make cheese to sell, and manure for stronger crops.

School bags and books £9
TRA101

You could send a child to school in Bangladesh with the equipment they need for top grades and a brighter future!

Fishing co-ops £13
TRA102

This gift will provide training and equipment for farmers with failing crops in Ethiopia to learn to fish, and set up co-ops to sell their catch at market for a fair price.

New beginnings

Choose a gift from our inspiring training and education programme and you can help open up a world of new opportunities.
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When disaster strikes…
In times of crisis, you can help support families with the basic food, water and shelter they need to start rebuilding their lives.

Healthy and happy
Buy a gift from our healthcare programme and you’ll be helping to provide vital medical support to some of the world’s most vulnerable families.

Water: the source of life
Whether it’s safe water to drink, or reliable irrigation for precious crops, our water programme aims to guarantee everyone has access to this life essential.

Safe and supported
In areas of conflict, women are particularly vulnerable to violence and abuse. You can help provide a safe place to stay and professional counselling to help women overcome their ordeal.

Hand pump £30
With this gift, you can help ensure a family in South Sudan has clean, fresh water every day. Surely the perfect present.

A safe place £20
You can help support vulnerable women in the DRC get the vital support they need to stay safe and escape conflict zones.

Mosquito nets £15
With this gift, more children like four-year-old twins Isua and Yakubu could sleep safely in Nigeria, where a child dies every 60 seconds from deadly malaria.

Mobile health clinic £115
This gift can help more mums like Jane Kukan and her baby daughter, Abigael, access life-saving medical care and vaccinations in Kenya.

Emergency disaster kit £25
For a family who’s fled from conflict and lost everything in South Sudan, your gift could mean the world.
Your perfect stocking fillers!

Fill your loved ones’ hearts by filling their stockings with these simple gifts for £10 or less – it’s that easy to bring happiness right across the world this Christmas.

**Sheep £10**

Choose a sheep, and women like Naima in Ethiopia can make a good income by selling the wool to pay for school fees and medicine.

**Antibiotics £9**

In Gaza and other conflict zones and refugee camps, your gift of antibiotic medicines can be life-saving for vulnerable children.

**Two chickens £8**

In Ethiopia, chickens are the perfect gift for a family without land to farm – they’re easy to care for and supply both food and a healthy income.